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Fig. 1 - S3 SLSTR (25.04.2020) - At 58.4° lat, Boguchany experienced 31°C on 25.04.2020, as against 9°C average high at this date.

Siberia experiences a six-months heatwave, Russia
Sentinel-3 SLSTR RBT acquired on 24 April 2019 at 03:56:03 UTC
...
Sentinel-3 SLSTR RBT acquired on 24 June 2020 at 01:01:03 UTC
Sentinel-5P TROPOMI AER_AI & CO acquired on 24 June 2020 from 02:23:25 to 05:48:25 UTC
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 25 June 2020 from 01:06:51 to 02:45:51 UTC
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April 2020 minimum, medium, maximum air temperature in Boguchany are represented on the chart by solid lines corresponding to blue, green and
red colors. 1885-2020 mean April values are shown in solid thin lines. Absolute highs and temperature lows for each day of April are marked by

greasy points corresponding to red and blue - Source: pogodaiklimat.ru.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/833905946270450b90595d9e40850938
mailto:svp@visioterra.fr
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/61db90f40462420d9358438dcc47234a
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/41e9418d640b4b70b794f6af1129a871
http://www.pogodaiklimat.ru/monitor.php?id=29282&month=4&year=2020
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Fig. 2 - S3 SLSTR (24.04.2019) - Snow and ice largely covered Boguchany in Krasnoyarsk Krai in April 2019.

Fig. 3 - S3 SLSTR (27.04.2020) - This frozen cover was much lower in 2020.

3D view

Siberia experiences a lasting heatwave. In article published in Mongabay on 19 May 2020, Elizabeth Claire Alberts reported: "A few hundred miles
south of the Arctic Circle, the small town of Boguchany in Siberia, Russia, had its hottest April on record. On April 25, the temperature soared to 31°
Celsius, even though it should be much cooler at this time of the year."

3D view

"'That’s not only a new record anomaly for Russia. That’s the largest January to April anomaly ever seen in any country’s national average,' Robert
Rohde of the nonprofit climate research group Berkeley Earth said in a tweet." according to the Moscow Times.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/e719451f90294bab8e676e59034f9a27
https://news.mongabay.com/2020/05/siberia-experiences-hottest-spring-on-record-fueling-wildfires/
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/83c43c66f1504241a891460bbbf9aebf
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2020/05/25/siberia-in-midst-of-freak-heat-wave-a70369
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Fig. 4 - S3 SLSTR (23.05.2020) - At 71.98° lat, Khatanga recorded 25.4°C on 23.05.2020, as against 0°C average high at this date. 2D view 3D view

One month later, the Moscow Times alerted about another broken record: "At least one Siberian town above the Arctic Circle, Khatanga, broke its
previous single-day record of 12 degrees Celsius for May 23 when the temperature hit 25.4 last Saturday." 

May 2020 minimum, medium, maximum air temperature in Khatanga are represented on the chart by solid lines corresponding to blue, green and
red colors. 1885-2020 mean May values are shown in solid thin lines. Absolute highs and temperature lows for each day of May are marked by

greasy points corresponding to red and blue - Source: pogodaiklimat.ru.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/ece10412c6f24be5986162f1f3447fa9
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/92ecfa5a682346ae946e26ff733c2b80
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2020/05/25/siberia-in-midst-of-freak-heat-wave-a70369
http://www.pogodaiklimat.ru/monitor.php?id=29282&month=4&year=2020
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Fig. 5 - S3 SLSTR (23.05.2020) - Khatanga in May 2019, Krasnoyarsk Region.

Fig. 6 - S3 SLSTR (19.05.2020) - Khatanga in May 2020.

3D view

On June 5, 2020, Rob Picheta wrote for CNN: "Two thirds of Russia sits on permafrost, which is degrading rapidly, puncturing places with giant
sinkholes. It follows a remarkably warm winter in Russia, which would usually be blanketed in snow at the start of a year. Instead, it saw the
hottest winter in the 140-year history of meteorological observations".

3D view

According to the Moscow Times by the end of May, "Weather experts say temperatures in the region have been between 3 degrees Celsius and 6
degrees Celsius above average since January", even 10°C warmer than average in some parts of Siberia. 

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/e987d147263e4bc989954c8e645ae5f7
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/06/05/europe/may-copernicus-hottest-record-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/ceeb855aff844a17a232cabac6441a1e
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Fig. 7 - S3 SLSTR (20.06.2020) - At 67.55° lat, Verkhoïansk recorded 38°C on 20.06.2020, as against 21°C average high at this date.

Surface air temperature anomaly for January to May 2020 relative to the average for 1951-2080 - Credit: Robert Rohde, Berkeley Earth.

2D view 3D view

According to a preliminary reading, 38°C were measured on Saturday in Verkhoiansk, Siberia. If this figure were to be confirmed, it would represent
the temperature record so far north of the Arctic Circle but also the highest temperature ever recorded north of the Arctic Circle, tweeted Etienne
Kapikian, weather forecaster at Meteo France. The temperature of 38°C is 17°C above normal for this time of year.

https://twitter.com/RARohde/status/1271496721076334592
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/7943828d7095468a929b3e28d900deb2
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/8c5a774c0eff44608a0c181e921c76b7
https://twitter.com/EKMeteo/status/1274292224671600640
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Fig. 8 - S3 SLSTR (24.01.2020) - Verkhoïansk, Republic of Sakha, had experienced -57.2°C five months before on 26 January 2020.

June 2020 minimum, medium, maximum air temperature in Verhoyansk are represented on the chart by solid lines corresponding to blue, green and
red colors. 1885-2020 mean June values are shown in solid thin lines. Absolute highs and temperature lows for each day of June are marked by

greasy points corresponding to red and blue - Source: pogodaiklimat.ru.

2D view 3D view

A climate bulletin from the Copernicus Climate Change Service analysed: "Boreal spring was marked by highly anomalous temperatures over Siberia,
which reached close to 10°C above the 1981-2010 average over the lower reaches of the Ob and Yenisei rivers in the north-west of the region." "An
area of western Siberia from 55°N to 75°N and from 60°E to 120°E was examined in detail; this revealed that, in this area, May 2020 was the
warmest month in our data record. For ERA5, the largest anomaly within this region was 10°C above average. The green circle shows the location
of Tarko-Sale, the weather station measuring the largest anomaly, at 8.8°C above average. At the same location, ERA5 gives a value of 9.2°C above
average". 

http://www.pogodaiklimat.ru/monitor.php?id=24266&month=6&year=2020
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/95279159eadb4321b053315e117cdb66
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/13cca4a367b44bdabbcbadc52c06a152
https://climate.copernicus.eu/surface-air-temperature-may-2020
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Fig. 9 - S-5P TROPOMI (24.06.2020) - Carbon monoxyde total column -

"Running twelve-month averages of global-mean and European-mean surface air temperature anomalies relative to 1981-2010, based on monthly
values from January 1979 to May 2020. The darker coloured bars are the averages for each of the calendar years from 1979 to 2019. Data source:

ERA5." - Source: Copernicus Climate Change Service/ECMWF

3D view 2D view

Elizabeth Claire Alberts related in Mongabay: "Anton Beneslavskiy, a forest fire and climate emergency expert with Greenpeace International in
Moscow, said it’s very concerning that fires were burning in Siberia this early in the season. 'This year’s fire season has started extremely early, and
fires became intensive from the very beginning,' Beneslavskiy told Mongabay in an email. 'That means a possible ‘long fire summer’ with a lot of
forest destruction.'"

https://climate.copernicus.eu/surface-air-temperature-may-2020#34fd2733-675b-44a5-bda1-7ea745c36094
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/8da895995d5b41118e72e61624b4da22
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/8792358e5eff42a885e59e9516720bb0
https://news.mongabay.com/2020/05/siberia-experiences-hottest-spring-on-record-fueling-wildfires/
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Fig. 10 - S-5P TROPOMI (24.06.2020) - Aerosol Index

Fig. 11 - S3 SLSTR (26.06.2019) - Siberia fires in 2019 were sadly remarkable for their extent.

3D view 2D view

"Last year, fires swept through 15 million hectares of forest in Siberia, although official numbers were underestimated, according to Greenpeace
International. 'It was definitely one of the most disastrous fire seasons,' Beneslavskiy said, adding that he didn’t see the fire situation improving in
Siberia anytime soon."

3D view

Kristina Dahl, senior climate scientist at the Union of Concerned Scientists, said to Mongabay: "'The region is home to one of the world’s largest
high-latitude forests and much of the region’s land is permafrost,' Dahl said. 'Both forests and permafrost store enormous amounts of carbon. So
when they burn or thaw, carbon dioxide is released into the atmosphere, which then causes further warming.'"

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/23ba06cc74684f8eb8c9bf25ae68ed60
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/19e45e1391164c3dbe1c6726c67b7461
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/ed4376d4566748ccb4e7ea3d00bd25e5
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Fig. 12 - S3 SLSTR (24.06.2020) - It is feared year 2020 could be worse, as here in north-east Siberia.

Fig. 13 - S2 (24-25.06.2020) - There are still several months of dry continental summer to go.

3D view

3D view

The views expressed herein can in no way be taken to reflect the official opinion of the European Space Agency or the European Union. 
Contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data 2020, processed by VisioTerra.

More on European Commission space:

More on ESA: S-1 website S-2 website S-3 website

More on Copernicus program: Scihub portal Cophub portal Inthub portal Colhub portal

More on VisioTerra: Sentinel Vision Portal Envisat+ERS portal Swarm+GOCE portal CryoSat portal
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